Summary and detailed to do list version 25 February 2018
Memo general information:
Period 1 in Berlin:
5-19 May:
Art&Design, Spatial Design and Interior Design (participating in the SATB project):
students 47, teachers 5.
Also in Berlin:
5-12 May:
Human Technology: 10 students, 1 teacher.
5-11 May: (this group is only available on 6,7,8,9 May, maybe a jam session isn’t
possible during their stay (maybe in Arnhem?).
Musician: 14 students, 2 teachers.
Coost:
- Checking availability dates:
 Aquarium Südblock: 7 or 8 May (in the evening)
 Villa Kuriosum: 10 and 11 May
 Real Junk Food Project: 10 and 11 May
 Members CZ: 10 and 11 May (Berlin 4-5 people), 2-10 June (Arnhem 6-8
people)
- Checking facilities:
 VK: toilets, chairs and tables, electricity, cooking facilities (memo: rent a
Dixi)
 RJFP: possibilities to cook for 60-70 people on both days (memo: rent
equipment and cooking utensils).
- Divers:
 Introduce the SATB project in Aquarium
 Looking for experience experts (young homeless people, refugees, LGBTQ,
migrants) (memo: for a fee).
Members CZ:



Coaching students during activities on the two days.
Ideas about where to find waste to build the “shelters”.

Marciana:





Make an observation assigment for the students within the themes of
SATB.
Contact the LAGeSo and Kotti & Co.
Make calculation regarding honorarium (CZ), materials (basic needs), rent,
etc..
Preparing a set of basic materials (DUCT tape, rope, bamboo sticks (?),
nails, etc.)
and tools (hammers, knives, sciccors, saws, battery drill, tapeline, etc.).

Period 2 in Arnhem:
Saturday the 2 of June until Sunday the 10 of June.
Activities:
- Exhibition about CZ in the first weekend and the first days of the week (Sunday
3 June
15.00 hrs, vernissage with drinks, music and performance).
- During the week: workshops with CZ, students Rijn IJssel, interested residents of
Arnhem
and artists/musicians in Arnhem. (on location in the centre of Arnhem).
- Last weekend: exhibition and performances which are the result of the
workshops and
other cooperations. (Saturday 9 June 15.00 hrs, finissage with drinks, music and
performance).
Proposal for educational courses of Rijn IJssel to participate:
Art&Design, Spatial Design, Interior Design, Human Technology, Musician, Make
up and Hair Design, Performing Arts, Event Marketing, Graphic Design.
Members CZ:



Making a selection of work for the exhibition in the first days of the week.
Preparing workshops and jam sessions (memo: we will probably have a
screenprint working place on our school at that time).

Marciana/Renate:
 Preparing city tour and school visit for members CZ.
 Contact the management about: making time in the school schedule for
this project and ask for funding (materials, facilities, etc.).
 Try to find other financial support (city council, sponsors, crowd funding,
does CZ have possibilities for funding?).
 Find a location for the activities in the centre of Arnhem.
 Find accomodation for CZ.
 Make calculation regarding honorarium (CZ), travel expenses,
accomodation, breakfast/lunch/diner,materials, rent, etc..
 Generate publicity.
 Invite artists and musicians in Arnhem to participate.

